Hamilton Beach® Alexa-Enabled, Smart Coffee Maker

“Alexa, Brew My Coffee” – Hamilton Beach® has provided your morning coffee jolt for years. Now, you can brew your coffee manually, use an app, or simply ask Alexa from your Amazon Echo. The new Alexa-enabled smart coffee maker works seamlessly with the Alexa app and devices with Alexa built in for maximum brewing flexibility.

“Alexa, is My Coffee Ready?” – Not only can you turn your coffee maker on and off without ever entering the kitchen, but you can also check the status of your brew. Never again walk downstairs to find you're a bit too soon to pour that first mug.

“Alexa, When was my Coffee Brewed?” – Simply ask what time the current pot brewed to ensure you are sipping a hot, fresh cup. Ran out the door with the coffee maker on? You can now shut it off from the car or office with the touch of a button on your phone.

Alexa-Enabled, Hamilton Beach Powered – You're not brewing with just any coffeemaker. Alexa connects the Front Fill, 12-Cup Capacity Coffee Maker from Hamilton Beach, a leading manufacturer in coffee makers for over 100 years. A front swing-out brew basket and front-fill water reservoir make loading this coffee maker a breeze. It is equipped with a drip-free carafe, non-stick warmer plate and features stainless steel accents. This coffee maker is also programmable and offers bold and regular brew options.

DETAILS
Product Name: Hamilton Beach® Alexa-Enabled, Smart Coffee Maker (Model 49700)
MSRP:$79.99
Availability: Q2 2019
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